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Despite being the oldest known superconductor, solid mercury is mysteriously absent from all
current computational databases of superconductors. In this work, we present a critical study of
its superconducting properties based on state-of-the-art superconducting density-functional theory.
Our calculations reveal numerous anomalies in electronic and lattice properties, which can mostly
be handled, with due care, by modern ab-initio techniques. In particular, we highlight an anoma-
lous role of (i) electron-electron correlations on structural properties (ii) spin-orbit coupling on the
dynamical stability, and (iii) semicore d levels on the effective Coulomb interaction and, ultimately,
the critical temperature.

PACS numbers: 75.70.Tj, 74.20.Pq, 74.25.Dw

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1911 Kamerlingh Onnes,1 investigating the trans-
port properties of mercury at low temperatures, observed
for the first time a superconducting (SC) transition: be-
low a critical temperature TC= 4.15 K, the electrical
resistivity dropped to zero. The discovery marked a
milestone in physics history. The first microscopic the-
ory of this phenomenon was formulated only fifty years
later by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS).2 Their

theory, refined through the Migdal–Éliashberg (ME)3,4

Green’s function formalism and the Morel and Ander-
son Coulomb pseudopotential µ∗,5 permitted to draw an
accurate picture of the normal and the SC phase of con-
ventional (phonon-mediated) superconductors.

In the 60’s and 70’s, when an ab-initio solution of
the Éliashberg equations was beyond available compu-
tational capabilities, mercury, among others, served as
a benchmark to derive approximate analytical expres-
sions for various superconducting properties, whose main
ingredients were extracted from experiments. Normal-
state electronic structure was inferred from de Haas van
Alphen,6 magnetoresistance, and cyclotron-resonance
measurements;7,8 phonon dispersion curves from neu-
tron inelastic scattering;9 while the Éliashberg function
α2F (ω) and the SC gap from tunneling experiments.10,11

Notable examples are the McMillan-Allen-Dynes12,13 ap-
proximate formulas for TC.

Towards the end of the century, progress in Den-
sity Functional (Perturbation) Theory14 allowed first-
principles calculations of the electron-phonon spectral
function15, superconducting TC’s and gaps.16,17 These
methods, combined with modern crystal-structure pre-
diction algorithms,18–22 and with Ashcroft’s intuition of
high-TC SC in hydrogen-rich metallic alloys,23 were the

driving force behind the hydride rush of the last five
years.22,24

Following these achievements, Density Functional The-
ory (DFT) based methods are rapidly becoming the
tool of choice to guide new superconductor discoveries.
The field is evolving in the direction of high-throughput
material design; this requires extensive benchmarks on
known materials to vouch the accuracy of current the-
oretical/computational methods. The first results seem
encouraging: for most conventional superconductors, the
agreement between different theoretical approaches and
experiment is remarkable.15,17,25 However, a few notable
exceptions exist. In particular, a close inspection of the
available literature reveals that mercury is unexplicably
absent from all currently accessible benchmark calcula-
tions.

This paper reports our attempt to fill this gap. In
particular, we address the following questions: if Onnes
had not discovered superconductivity in mercury, could
we predict it today? And, even more importantly,
can state-of-the-art theoretical and computational ap-
proaches completely describe superconductivity in mer-
cury? We will show that the answers are not straightfor-
ward, since, in mercury, all physical properties relevant
for conventional superconductivity, i.e. the electronic
structure, phonon dispersions, electron-phonon coupling
and Coulomb matrix elements, are anomalous in some
respect.

In the following, we will discuss each of these aspects
separately, and show how they concur to determine a
consistent picture of superconductivity in this fascinating
element.
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II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crystal Structure: At ambient conditions mercury
is liquid, but below 235 K it crystallizes in a monoatomic
rhombohedral lattice, the so-called α phase, 26–28 shown
in Fig. 1, which is commonly accepted as the actual
superconducting phase of mercury. 9,26–35

The structure may be seen as the compression of the fcc
structure along a three-fold axis, causing the six equato-
rial distances (d′, red in Fig.1) to become greater than the
six others (d, blue in Fig.1).26 The interatomic distances
d and d′ are uniquely determined by the lattice parame-
ter, a and the rhombohedral angle, θ, which would equal
60o in the undistorted fcc structure. Total energy struc-
tural optimization using Generalized Gradient Approxi-
mation (GGA)36 functional yields a = d = 3.12 Å and
θ = 78.51o (d′ = 4.83 Å)37, to be compared with the
experimental values a=d=3.005 Å and θ = 70.53o28

(d′ = 4.907 Å).
The ∼ 5% discrepancy between theory and experi-

ment, already reported in literature, signals that semi-
local energy functionals cannot properly reproduce the
experimental lattice parameters.38,39 A ∼ 5% accuracy
on the structural parameters would be considered accept-
able for most materials. However, in mercury even mi-
nor structural differences cause dramatic effects on the
electronic and dynamical properties, which are instead
perfectly reproduced assuming the experimental lattice
structure. Hence, in the following, all calculations of
the electronic, dynamical and superconducting proper-
ties will employ the experimental lattice crystal struc-
ture, and the PBE-GGA exchange and correlation func-
tional. Further computational details can be found in the
Appendix.

Electronic structure. We start from the electronic
band structure, shown in Fig.2. In agreement with pre-
vious literature,32,40,41 we find a well-dispersed parabolic
band, derived from s-states, partially hybridized with un-
occupied p states. In the region between 5.5 eV and 9 eV
below the Fermi level (EF ), the s-parabola is tangled

FIG. 1. Different views of the experimental α-Hg structure
of superconducting solid mercury in the monoatomic rhom-
bohedral lattice (space group R3m or 16026–28). The three
primitive lattice vectors are indicated by blue lines; the an-
gle between each pair of them, θ , equals to 60o in the fcc
structure, but deviates from this value in the rhombohedral
phase.

FIG. 2. (Top panel) Electronic band structure and density
of states (DOS) of α-Hg, with (continuous line) and without
(dashed line) spin-orbit coupling. (Bottom panel) from left
to right, 3D plot of the Fermi surface from fully relativistic
calculations; 2D cuts along the BZ boundary are compared
to the corresponding experimental cuts from Ref. 32.

with the d-states. Including relativistic spin-orbit cou-
pling (SOC) causes sizable effects in the d band region
and, to a lesser extent, in the vicinity of EF . In particu-
lar, SOC removes several band degeneracies, for example
around the L point and along the K → X path, – com-
pare full and dashed lines in Fig. 2.

The resulting density of states (DOS) has a rather
interesting shape: a broad feature, corresponding to s-
states, extends from ' −10 eV to EF , and two high,
narrow peaks, due to the two groups of spin-orbit splited
d bands, are centered around 6 and 9 eV below EF .

To the best of our knowledge, the band struc-
ture of mercury has never been measured by Angle-
Resolved-Photo-Emission Spectroscopy, but indirect ev-
idence of the Fermi surface shape can be inferred from
de-Haas-van-Alphen, magneto-resistance, and cyclotron-
resonance measurements31,32,41. In the bottom-left panel
of Fig.2, we show a three-dimensional view of the calcu-
lated Fermi Surface, which comprises two disconnected
parts: a tubular network extending throughout the Bril-
louin zone (BZ), and a disk enclosing the L-point. Our
calculations reporoduce the experimental measurements
with striking accuracy: not only the main features, but
also finer details, such as the small circular hole pockets
around the X and T points, and an elongated hole pocket
around the K-point, are perfectly reproduced.
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FIG. 3. Vibrational frequencies of α-Hg. We highlight the role of spin-orbit coupling reporting both results with (continuous
line) and without (dashed line) the SOC contribution. For comparison the experimental measurements from Ref. 9 are reported
as empty black circles.

Vibrational Properties. Besides the low-energy
electronic structure, DFT-GGA calculations also repro-
duce with excellent accuracy the phonon dispersions, pro-
vided that spin-orbit coupling is included and the exper-
imental structure is considered.

In Fig. 3, calculated phonon dispersions are compared
to the neutron scattering data from Ref. 9.

The phonon spectrum extends up to 120 cm−1 with
a pseudo-gap around 75 cm−1 separating transverse and
longitudinal modes. The lower transverse branch is very
soft and almost flat throughout the whole BZ. Around
the L-point, a further softening occurs: here ωL is only
6.5 cm−1. We find that including relativistic (SOC) ef-
fects is crucial for correctly capturing the experimental
dispersion in the low-frequency region and obtaining a
dynamically stable structure. In fact, without SOC the
frequencies of the transverse branch around the L point
are imaginary (Fig. 3). This result is consistent with
the recent report that relativistic effects are required to
explain also the low melting temperature of mercury39.

Electron-phonon coupling. In the left panel of
Fig. 4 we report the branch- and momentum-dependence
of the electron-phonon linewidth γqν (half-width at half-
maximum):

γqν =
2πωqν

Nk

∑
knm

|gqνk+qm,kn|
2δ(εk+qm − εF )δ(εkn − εF )

(1)

In Eq.1 the summation of electron-phonon matrix el-
ements, gνk+qn,km

42, is performed on electronic states

(εkn) at the Fermi level (εF ) using Nk k-points in the

BZ. The phonon linewidths, and hence the electron-
phonon coupling, are rather constant over all phonon
modes. However, the presence of a soft and weakly
dispersive phonon branch causes a pronounced peak at
about 15 cm−1 in the phonon DOS and in the Éliashberg
electron-phonon coupling spectral function (Fig. 4b):

α2F (ω) =
1

2πN(εF )Nq

∑
qν

γqν
h̄ωqν

δ(ω − ωqν), (2)

obtained summing over Nq phonons with wavevectors q
and mode index (ν) with frequency ωqν . The shape of
the α2F (ω) results in a large electron-phonon coupling
parameter λ(ω → ∞) = 2

∫ ω
0
α2F (ω′)/ω′dω′ = 1.57 and

a rather small logarithmic-averaged phonon frequency:
ωlog = 27.3 K.

The agreement with tunneling measurements9 is ex-
cellent: both the soft-phonon peak at low frequencies
(below 25 cm−1), and the reduced coupling of the longi-
tudinal mode at higher frequencies are well reproduced
by our calculations. The calculated ωlog and λ are
also in agreement with the corresponding experimental
values from tunneling (ωlog = 29 K and λ=1.611,13)
and with the specific-heat renormalization data for λ43

(λsh ∼1.5644,1.6645,1.5846 and ∼ 2.047).
Superconducting Properties. Superconducting

Density Functional Theory (SCDFT),48 is an extension of
DFT to the SC phase, which was developed with the ex-
plicit purpose49–52 of treating both the electron-phonon
and the Coulomb interaction on an equal footing, elimi-
nating any adjustable parameters, such as the empirical
Coulomb pseudopotential µ∗.
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FIG. 4. Panel (a) Phonon dispersion. The thickness of the
light-blue shading is proportional to the phonon linewidths.
Panel (b), Calculated Éliashberg function (blue), and λ(ω)
(light-blue, top side scale). Experimental α2F (ω) from tun-
neling (Ref. 11), red.

The solution of the SCDFT gap equation17,22 for α-
Hg in the static and isotropic approximation, including
both electron-phonon and electron-electron interactions,
reproduces experimental data with remarkable accuracy,
as shown in Fig. 5, where the temperature dependence of
the SC gap (at EF ) obtained in SCDFT (light blue open
circles) is compared with tunneling data from Ref. 10
(red squares).

The two curves follow each other rather closely. The
critical temperature obtained extrapolating the calcu-
lated low-T data is TC

SCDFT=3.84 K, to be compared
with the experimental value TC

exp=4.15 K. For the BCS
ratio 2∆(0)/kBTC, SCDFT predicts a value of 4.70, to
be compared with experimental values of 4.6±0.253 and
4.60±0.1110. This value places Hg in the strong-coupling
regime; the low TC results essentially from the extremely
low phonon frequencies.

Coulomb Interaction. In addition to the electron-
phonon interaction, SCDFT gives a microscopic insight
also into the residual Coulomb scattering, an aspect dis-
regarded in most studies of SC, which typically employ
the popular Morel-Anderson approximation. Also this
aspect is strongly anomalous in mercury, as we will show
in the following.

In SCDFT, in the absence of SOC, the Coulomb inter-
action between electrons is described by the iso-energy
surface average V (ε, ε′) of the screened Coulomb matrix
elements Vik,jk′ :54,55

V (ε, ε′) =
∑
ik,jk′

Vik,jk′
δ(ε− εik)

N(ε)

δ(ε′ − εjk′)
N(ε′)

(3)

The effect of V (ε, ε′) depends crucially on the ener-
gies ε, ε′ of the two electrons involved in the SC pairing:

FIG. 5. Comparison between theoretical (linearly connected
light blue circles) and experimental gap10 (red squares) plot-
ted as a function of temperature. The blue (linearly con-
nected) points are obtained with a 1.25 energy scaling as de-
scribed in the main text.

FIG. 6. Two-dimensional plot of the Coulomb potential as a
function of the energy with respect to the Fermi level. The
color scale expresses the intensity of V (ε, ε′) in Ry.

Coulomb interaction will in fact suppress superconductiv-
ity if both states lie in energy regions where the SC gap
is positive5,56, i.e. close to EF , but can also favor it, if
one of the two electrons occupies a state at high energies,
where the SC gap is negative. In this case, high-energy
states will cause a net renormalization (reduction) of the
effective Coulomb interaction 22.

A two-dimensional plot of the calculated V (ε, ε′) func-
tion for mercury is shown in Fig.6 – here and in the fol-
lowing, energies are measured from EF . Due to the differ-
ent nature and dispersion of the s and d bands the diag-
onal elements of V (ε, ε′) show an hot-spot (blue) around
−10 eV, corresponding to the bottom of the s parabola
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in Fig. 1, a square-like feature, with moderate coupling
(green) from -8 to -5 eV, related to d states, and an ex-
tended region from zero to high energies (green), related
to s and p states. The off-diagonal ε = 0 row, V (0, ε′),
which accounts for interband contributions involving the
s states at the Fermi level and all the other states, is
non-zero in the low-energy s region, is very low (nearly
zero) for d states (ε′ < −5 eV), and different from zero
again only for ε′ ∼ −10 eV, i.e. near the bottom of the
s parabola in Fig. 1.

Based on this energy structure, we expect that the net
effect of Coulomb interactions on TC will be rather weak,
due both to low diagonal matrix elements in the low-
energy (repulsive) region, and large inter- and intra-band
contributions in the high-energy (attractive) regions.

The diagonal part of the V (ε, ε′) kernel, evaluated at
the Fermi energy (ε = 0), yields the so-called µ param-
eter. For mercury the calculated µ = 0.159 is in line
with its neighbours in the periodic table, like Au and Cd
(µ =0.136 and 0.142, respectively25), but much smaller
than the average value µ = 0.25 found in most other ele-
mental superconductors like Pb or Al 25. Together with
the large bandwidth of the s band, and the extremely
small characteristic frequency of mercury, this translates
into a Morel-Anderson pseudopotential µ∗=0.07, signifi-
cantly smaller than the standard value µ∗ = 0.10 – details
in the Supplementary Material.

However, the most interesting anomaly in the Coulomb
screening, which cannot be captured by the standard
Morel-Anderson approach, is connected to the off-
diagonal part of the V (ε, ε′) kernel.

Influence of d states on TC. Due to the presence
of non-negligible off-diagonal s − d Coulomb matrix el-
ements, the calculated TC in mercury turns out to de-
pend in a critical way on the position of the high-energy
d-states.

This was verified through a simple gedanken experi-
ment, in which we solved again the SCDFT equations,
leaving all terms unchanged, apart from a scaling of the
electronic spectrum, necessary to bring the energy po-
sition of the calculated DFT-GGA-SOC d bands with
experimental X-Ray photoemission data.57 The physical
origin of the energy shift between DFT-GGA calcula-
tions and experiments is the lack of non-local exchange
and correlation terms58–60; in fact, the shift can be eas-
ily removed employing non-local functionals, such as the
Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) functional61,62 – up-
per panel of Fig. 7.

As shown in the lower panel of the same figure, a sim-
ple linear scaling of the whole DFT-GGA-SOC spectrum
f= 1.25 is sufficient to mimick this effect and produce
an almost perfect agreement between spectra and with
experiments.

Solving the SCDFT equations as a function of temper-
ature, we obtain the data shown as blue filled circles in
Fig.5: the TC, obtained from extrapolation of the low-T
data, is 4.05 K, with a clear improvement with respect to
our previous GGA-SOC result (see Supplementary Ma-

FIG. 7. Top panel: Electronic spectra calculated in GGA
(blue) and hybrid HSE0661,62 (light blue), and X-Ray Ex-
periments from Ref. 57.(red) Bottom panel: Linearly-scaled
GGA DOS (f= 1.25).

terials). Although the almost perfect agreement with ex-
periment may be fortuitous, this numerical experiment
demonstrates that shifting the position of apparently in-
ert high-energy states can lead to a 10% effect on TC.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we carried out a critical study of the su-
perconducting properties of α-mercury, aimed at under-
standing whether this material, which played an essen-
tial role in superconductivity history, can be described
by state-of-the-art computational methods. Our first-
principles calculations, validated with an extensive com-
parison with available experimental literature, demon-
strate that state-of-the-art SCDFT can describe the su-
perconducting state of Hg, provided that special care is
taken to handle several anomalous electronic and lattice
properties.

In particular, (i) due to strong non-local exchange
and correlation effects structural properties are so poorly
described by standard density functional, that in order
to obtain meaningful electronic and phonon spectra, all
calculations have to be performed in the experimene-
tal crystal structure; (ii) SOC effects are also extremely
strong, and crucially affect dynamical stability; (iii) due
to anomalously large off-diagonal s− d matrix elements,
the effective Coulomb potential is strongly affected by
the energy position of the low-energy d states. Taken
as a whole, our results demonstrate that, even for an
apparently simple compound like mercury, common ap-
proximations cannot be applied blindly, as this may cause
severe qualitative and quantitative errors. This aspect
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is crucial for future high-throughput calculations. We
would also like to stress that some of the effects dis-
cussed here, may appear spectacularly enhanced in high-
TC conventional superconductors, such as the recently
discovered superhydrides, where renormalization of the
Coulomb interaction has been invoked to justify differ-
ences as large as 100 K in the calculated TC’s63.

APPENDIX: COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All calculations were performed using the plane-wave
pseudopotential DFT Quantum-Espresso package64,65

including relativistic effects. We used Optimized Norm-
Conserving Vanderbilt Pseudopotentials66–68 including
5s, 5p, 5d and 6s states in valence, and the General-
ized Gradient Approximation (GGA) for the Exchange
and correlation term, with an energy cut-off of 70 Ry.

Integrations over the BZ were carried out using uni-
form 18×18×18 Monkhorst and Pack grids69 and a
0.02 Ry Gaussian smearing.

Phonon frequencies and electron-phonon matrix ele-
ments were calculated using linear response theory64,65,
on a 8×8×8 grid to which correspond 65 q-points in the
irreducible BZ and a dense 24×24×24 mesh for electronic

wavevectors.
Total electron-phonon coupling parameter is calcu-

lated Wannier interpolating the electron-phonon matrix
elements70–72 on a denser phononic and electronic meshes
of 12× 12× 12 and 36× 36× 36, respectively.

The SC critical temperature mediated by electron-
phonon interaction has then been calculated fully ab-
initio in the SCDFT framework49–52, using the most
accurate available functional17. In this picture, the
Coulomb interaction is treated self-consistently at the
same level as the electron-phonon interaction, in the
static isotropic approximation. Screened Coulomb ma-
trix elements were calculated in the random phase ap-
proximation as in Ref.54 and 73 without relativistic ef-
fects (being the spin-orbit effects negligible around the
Fermi energy).

The HSE06 DOS in Fig.5 was obtained using the
VASP74–76 code.

DATA AVAILABILITY

All the data that support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding authors (C.T. and
G.P.) upon reasonable request.
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